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TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF A RURAL
MEDIEVAL COMPLEX (F;gs. 4-7)

Relatively fcw comprehensivc geophysical investigations of rural medieval sites have
been carried Out. l In this paper, we report recent work carried out by the University of
Bradford at Cayton, North Yorkshire. The study serves to highlight the value ofcombined
geophysical (magnetometer and earth resistance) and topographical survey on rural sites of
medieval date.

In his definitive work on the monastic granges of England, Colin Platt associated a
grange of Fountains Abbey with a system of earthworks (SE 287632) forming the deserted
medieval village ofCayton, N. Yorks. l Platt identified the grange as a significant platform at
the N. end of the (assumed) village street. Recent comprehensive surveys of the area by
Kevin Calc on behalfofthe Harrogate Museums Service has confirmed extensive earthworks
to the W. and S. of the assumed grange, extending on the W. side to overlook a dry valley,
Cayton Gill, where there is good documentary evidence of monastic fish-farming. There is
also fieldwalking evidence of tile-making on the site. The topographical survey has thrown
light on a second 'house-platform' which is altogether more prominent than the grange site
suggested by Platt and lies c. 175 m WSW. ofil. This feature occupies a commanding position
overlooking Cayton Gill.

During 1991-92 the site at Cayton became available to us as a student training area for
geophysical survey throuph the generosity of the landowner, Mr N. A. Huddleston with the
collaboration of Ms M. Kershaw of Harrogate Museums Service. Five selected areas of the
site were used in the exercise, including Plan's location for the grange and thc prominent
feature referred to above.

ThLSUrwy
The individual sites were laid out in a mesh of 20 X 20 m gTids and were subjected to

earth resistance and magnetometer surveys al aim interval. The resistance surveys were
conducted using Gcoscan (RM4 and RM'5) instruments and a Gcoscan FMI8 Auxgate
gradiomctcr was employed for the majority of the magnetic surveys. Data were processed on
microcomputer with Geoplot software. It became clear from the early plolS that the sc<:ond
'grange' site (Site A) was of particular interest and it was, therefore, subjected to a more
detailed study using 45 grids to give good overall cover. All of these were surveyed for earth
resistance (Fig. 5); 26 grids were examined with the gradiometer (Figs. 6, 7).

The topographical and geophysical surveys arc presented for comparison on the display
including Site A. It is clear that the former (re-drawll from the original byJ. A. Pocock) has
defined well the general outline ofa major complex at Site A and that the resistance survey
over the ridges and hollows confirm the presence ofwatls and ditches. However considerable
detail may be discerned from the latter survey in the grey-scale presentation of the site. An
'inverted L' shaped building is defined, to the W. ofwhich lie further buildings or yards. This
view is totally confirmed by the magnetometer survey. Plots of positive magnetic signals
reveal isolated anomalies of up to 50 nT, together with a Strong linear feature (up 10 40 nT)
leading from lhe NW. ofthe building complex westwards towards Cayton Gill. Displayofthe
negative signals (typically - 1.5 to -3 nT) gives striking evidence ofthe watls ofthe building.
The S. limit of the building appears 10 be defined by an (approximate) E-W. boundary.
South Oflhis line both topographical and earth resistance surveys show e\'idcnce of ridge and
furrow which, in resistance, ap'pears toexlend N. across the 'boundary' between the building
complex and Cayton Gill. I he 'noisy' nature of the resistance response suggests the
possibility ofdestroyed structure and there is good e\·idence for annexes to the S. boundary in
lhe SE. comer of the survey area. Here a major high resistance linear feature coincides with
an observed ridge running E. into the village earthworks of the neighbouring field. To the E.
of the main house slructure the observed anomalies are much less pronounced. Linear E-W.
features correlate well with depressions noted in the topographical survey.
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High Caylon, Site A: resistance survey
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Discussion
The generally strong correlation amongst the three. methods of survey is satisfying.

However, it is appropriate to make some detailed comparisons which may lead to a fuller
appreciation of the combined approach. Ir the resistance and magnetic methods are
compared it is seen that the 'walls' of the building arc located with higher resolution by the
latter method expressed in terms of negative anomalies. It is reasonable to assume that wall
destruction has left somewhat diffuse regions of rubble plus earth along wall sides. These
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High Caylon, Site A: magnelOmeler survey, positiw: signals
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contribute little to the negative magnetic signals and arc readily nullified by the small
positives associated with, and to the side of, the negative wall signals. However, the
occurrence ofstron~ positive signals frequently show an interesting association with specific
areas within or adpcent to buildings where presumably localised firing occurred. Spec
ifically, an industrial activity evidently lOok place at the building in 82, with the magnetic
residue used as packing for either a drain or path leading offthrQugh A'J. down the slope of
CaYlOn Gill; note however the absence ofan earth resistance anomaly. This aClivity can be
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High Cayton, Site A: magnelomer survey, negative signals

defined with some certainty because blacksmith's slag outcrops on the slope. Elsewhere the
correlation with buildings is less obvious, as in ES- Careful study reveals that, occasionally,
high resistance and weakly positive magnetic anom'alies coincide. The strong N-S. linear
resistance feature through DS, 6 coincides with a chain of isolated negative signals and this
link continues through E4 and (less obviously) E3, :2. Once again the presence of fired
drainage channels, this time 'dry', is a possible explanation. There is total lack ofcorrelation
between the resistance feature DS, 6 and ne.'(ative mag"netic anomalies. Indeed the latter
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point to a significant building on an E-W. axis in 05-6 extending to and beyond the E-W.
'boundary' of D, E6.

The immt:"diate environs of the building complex reveal considerable variations. To the
S. and W. are the large resistance contrasts emphasised in the ridge and furrow and the
adjacent scarp edge of Cay IOn Gill. To the N. and E., however, resistivity levels, typically
300hm metre, are generally low. Superimposed on this background appear simple linear
features running generally N-S. and E-W. suggesting division of the land into simple plots
which may be interpreted as garden areas. Thus the combined survey reveals the presence of
a significant rural establishment with its own industrial support, overlooking the fish
farming activity ofeayton GilllO the W. and the agricultural environment of the presumed
Cayton village 10 the S. and E. Further surveys of the area will be undertaken in 1993 in an
attempt to elucidate these links.
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DONALD HARDEN 19°1-'994 (PI. xv, A)

OBITUARY

Donald Benjamin Harden, C.B.£., M.A., Ph.D, Hon. F.B.A., F.S.A. was born in Dublin on
8July 19°1 and died on '3 April '994at the age of92. He was educated at Westminstcrand
Trinity College, Cambridge. From 1926 to 1928 he was a Commonwealth Fund Fellow at
Ann Arbor, Michigan, where he worked on Romano-Egyptian glass from Karanis. This lead
10 his lifelong interest in glass, culminating in his three Presidential addresses to the Royal
Archaeological Institute (1966-69) and the Glass of the Caesars exhibition (1987). He
became Assistant Keeper of Antiquities at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford in 1929 and
Keeper (1945-56) when, providentially for medieval studies, he moved to be Director of the
London Museum. On retirement, in 1970, he continued working on glass in the British
Museum for nearly twenty years. Most obituaries have concentrated on his major contribu
tion to glass studies, and his museum work, but Donald's crucial role in the advancement of
medieval archaeology has not been so widely reported. That we now have a flourishing
Society for Medieval Archaeology, and a journal with an international reputation, stems
largely from his expertise, enthusiasm and dedication over the years.

I first met Donald at the British Association in 1948 when I was about to go up to
Cambridge. From this point he was the main mentor in my career. He was generous in
support and advice, as he was to many students. When I was becoming ralher bored with
prehistory at Cambridge he encouraged me to branch out to take up medieval research and
was instrumental in my joining the then Ministry of Works. In asking me to lecture on
Deserted Medieval Villages in 1952 he concentrated my thoughts on the subject, and its
possibilities, which led to the formation of the Deserted Medieval Village Research Group
and 40 years' excavation at Wharram Percy. Although Donald's main interests were in glass
he became interested in Saxon sites near Oxford from his work in the Ashmolean. In 1956 he
edited Dark-Age Brilain, a series of fourteen essays dedicated to E. T. Leeds. This was in
effect a prerun of a volume of Medieval Archaeology, demonstrating Donald's clear editorial




